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× Minerva magazine has ceased publishing. Further details here.
The Gods of Dura-Europos

From the worship of local Syrian protector gods to Christianity, many different religions flourished in the cosmopolitan crossroads city of Dura-Europos.
In the latest issue of Minerva we go face to face with the diverse divine through the art of this ancient site.
Read about the latest issue
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All about Minerva
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We are very sorry to announce that we have ceased publication of Minerva with immediate effect. We are very…


About us

Minerva is a bi-monthly magazine that showcases the splendours of ancient cultures, and the ways they continue to inspire us today.



Subscriptions

We no longer offer subscriptions to Minerva and no more magazines will be published. However you can still buy back issues or subscribe to our digital archive of all our recent back issues



On Show - the best exhibitions from around the world

Exhibitions from around the world
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